HAWKEYE APPEARS T O-MORROW MORNING

Sale Commences at Nine O’clock in the Basements of the Hall of Liberal Arts and Will Continue all Day

The ‘06 Hawkeyes will be placed on sale tomorrow morning at 9 o’clock at the janitor’s office in the basement of the hall of liberal arts. All those who have subscribed for the annual are requested by the management to prepare slips bearing their name and number, which will be attached to the books as they are dispatched. A charge of $1.50 will be assessed to those who fail to have their annuals mailed at any hour during the day. The cost of the Hawkeyes is $1.50.

REVIEW OF ANNUAL

Largest Class Publication Ever Gotten out at the University

The 1906 Hawkeye will make its appearance tomorrow morning. Though many students believe it to be late, the present time is “actual time” for all other universities. Since the change in management some months ago, work has been pushed right along night and day and the junior book now appears only a few weeks later than usual.

The 1900 Hawkeye is larger than any annual ever issued at the university. It contains 570 pages, which is fifty more than usual, and is printed on heavier and more substantial paper. The number of cuts and reproduction of photographs exceeds previous games and band text. This book is bound in a light brown cloth and on the whole presents a very artistic appearance. The press work was done by the University Press Company and is far above the average.

The Editors

Unlike previous Hawkeyes, the 1906 production is not dedicated to Prexy or professor of any kind, but from the number of the students body two men received the favor, Nyle Jones, captain of the football team, and Dwight Grifft.

The Art Department

Beginning with the frontispiece to the very last caricature, the art work of the annual is of superb execution. The frontispiece is in color and drawn by Roy White, representing an Italian sitting before a skin stretched on a rough easel and writing “Hawkeyes, 1905.” The title pages to every department are clever in conception and skilled in execution. Among these, the title page of the military department is especially catchy and significant, while those of the professional departments are characteristic and appropriate. Many cuts of the new building appear for the first time and are universally excellent. The reproductions of photographs of the members of the various classes are clear and all meet with general approval.

JANUARY 7, 1906

The grinds in the present annual are not grouped as customary, but are interspersed throughout the book. If anyone is unfortunate enough to be brought to the notice of the humoristic editor he is not spared, whether Prexy, professor or student. “The Saturday Evening Post,” gotten up on the scheme of the Saturday Evening Post and beginning with the “Little Tater” section, is a special feature of the department. The Little Tater’s State contains the essence of the University and all which have happened to the university this year. The junior medics who tried to thwart the progress of the annual by refusing to allow the editors to get the paper in it received a bedeviling eulogy in “Magnified Sadder.” A few pages were allotted to the note worthy performance of the class of ’06 and their important men.

The Literary Department

The literary department opens with the prize story by Walter Myers, entitled “For the Betterment of Thompson Dale.” B. F. Deane and Humez, both humorous and otherwise, abound. This department though a good one is one not especially featured, the editors having presented too many cuts and illustrations at the expense of literary work.

The customary form of presenting the athletic department is retained, with the usual group pictures and the individuals are very good. All the teams of the university are reproduced and the records and the spectacular feats and the year’s contests are given.

Women’s athletics receive a due portion of the space and the 1906 and 1907 baseball teams receive a group portrait in the athletic department.

Though there is a seeming CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Adopt New Debating System

On account of dissatisfaction at the University of Nebraska with the present system of debating the board of regents have approved the following regulations:

First.—The debating board, as at present constituted, is hereby abolished, and a new board is hereby created, as follows:

Second.—The name of the board hereby created shall be "The Debating Board of the University of Nebraska." Third.— Said board shall have power and it shall be its duty to take full and complete control of, and to regulate all public debates between students of the University or representatives of student organizations therein and students or institutions of learning or representatives of clubs, societies, or like organizations in other institutions of learning.

Fourth.— Said board shall be composed of seven faculty members, as follows:

Fifth.— The faculty members shall be the professors of rhetoric in charge of the course in argumentation and debate, the professor of American history and politics the professor of European history, the professor of political economy and public finance, the professor of jurisprudence, the professor of philosophy, and the president of the university or his successor.

Sixth.—All student members shall be chosen annually in such manner as the board shall prescribe. No student shall be eligible to membership on said board unless he is an upper-classman in good standing and has pursued with credit one or more courses in argumentation or debate in the department of rhetoric.

Seventh.—The university accountant shall be ex officio treasurer of said board.

Eighth.— Said board may make such rules or by-laws, not inconsistent herewith, as may be required in its judgment, such rules or by-laws to be submitted to the Chancellor for his approval.

Seventh day of March, 1905.

Select a new president and treasurer for the Debating Board.

The Faculty

H. A. STRUB & CO.

Shieh Waitset, Separate Skirts, Tailor Made Suits, Cravettes, Cloaks, Poncho Coats, Silk Wraps, Parasols, Sun Umbrellas and Fans. Skirts Made to Order

THE GOOD CLOTHES STORE

Max Mayer

Successor to Bloom & Mayer

H. A. STRUB & CO.

Dry Goods—Cloaks—Millinery—Carpets—Window Shades

At Portland, Oregon, June 1 to October 15, 1905. Chicago bad its "Midway"—St. Louis had its "Fike"—Portland will have its "Trail."

Every American interested in the progress of this country, and all other countries, in industry, art and science, should plan to "hit the Trail" to Portland.

An excellent opportunity to become acquainted with the Pacific Northwest. The advancement of its educational and business enterprises will surprise the Easterner—it is a marvelous country.

Go via Rock Island System and stop off in Colorado—visit Salt Lake City—Yellowstone National Park—see the most for your money.

Full details of excursion rates on request.

H. D. Breene, Agent

Iowa City, Iowa

Lewis and Clark Exposition
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lack of matter, there is in truth nothing but the size of the book and the extra number of pages being responsible for the deception. On the whole the book is very good, comparing well with other annuals and very free in its treatment of college affairs and people.

The Board of Judges
The board so whom credit is due for the appearance and likely success of the annual is: G. E. Breen, editor-in-chief; R. B. Bradly, E. E. Jones and G. E. Breen, business managers; F. R. Cooper, art editor; Sadie Jacobs, literary editor Frank Sanguin, and the various department editors.

NOTICES
Musical and theatrical notices and all notices of importance appear on page 3 of THE DAILY IOWAN for office or the President's office before 10 a.m.

A special meeting of the county club members will be held at 3:30 p.m., Thursday, in the room 205, hall of liberal arts.

All county club members are urged to organize their county clubs as soon as possible, inasmuch as the coming of the meeting of all the county presidents will be during the first part of this month to perfect a state organization and to attend to other business.

A list of the students from every county can be secured from Prof. A. L. Lyons or myself.

Visit of Miss Veblen
President O. J. Johnson
President of County Clubs.

S. O. Headquarters, College of Cadets, State University, of S. O., May 16, 1905. I. The Annual War Department Visit of Miss Veblen and Miss Cooper, Thursday, May 16, at the State University.

Professor and Mrs. B. F. Shannahought, attired at a six o'clock dinner last night, complimented to Dr. Heiden Gold Thwaites.

Invitations are out announcing a special session of the Graduate Club at the residence of Dean and Mrs. L. G. Weld on Sunday evening, May 20.

The committee of the American Historical association composed of Dr. Beulah Good Thwaites, Prof. F. L. Riley and Prof. Benjamin F. Shannahought is still session. The committee is to report at the annual meeting in December, 1905, at Balti
dmore at the "best methods of organisation and work on the part of this and local historical societies.

Bull Dog Had to Skip"
Tim, the University Mascot, has been adjudged guilty of murder and had to skip to Sioux City. Lonely and homeless he is whining away his life on the Clifton Street "Notch". Your money can help him, and have him returned to his fine friends in Iowa City. Tim cigars 5c each $2.00 per box.

Thos. A. Brown.
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